GM is committed to a future with zero emissions and accelerating acceptance of electric
vehicles (EVs) for everyday use is key to making that aspiration a reality. The federal
electric vehicle (EV) tax incentive plays an important role in consumer adoption. Our
electric vehicles are for everyone and every lifestyle, and this tax credit can be the deciding
factor in a consumer’s decision to purchase an electric vehicle.
This incentive was passed by Congress and signed into law in 2009 to help boost our
economy, create a thriving new workforce (electric vehicle manufacturing is directly
responsible for over 280,000 jobs in over 48 states) and helps diversify the country’s
energy usage.

The credit is currently capped for each automaker at 200,000 vehicles, and GM hit this cap
in January, meaning customers will not be able to receive the full incentive amount.
Last March, Mary Barra called on Congress to expand and reform the current law and GM
Public Policy is working with them to develop a solution. The Public Policy team has made
this a priority and has worked to educate Members of Congress on the issue and garner
their support.
Last year, GM Public Policy also spearheaded the EV Drive Coalition, to ensure other key
stakeholders had a voice in this discussion. Supporters include EV consumers, advanced
technology manufacturers, clean transportation advocates, environmental groups, and
automakers, among others.
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